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Introduction 

 

According to McKinsey “Savvy marketers are rethinking their tech and data strategies to double down on precision 

marketing following COVID-19. By capturing new data, searching for new behavioral relationships, and enabling 

rapid experimentation, marketers can seize granular growth opportunities and enter the recovery with significantly 

greater ROI and resilience.” 

 

As opposed to reverting to mass communications and promotions, marketers who can rapidly integrate new data 

sources and update their modeling approach will be able to spot emerging trends, shifts in customer behaviors, and 

target specific groups with tailored messaging, content, and offers. 

 

Technology is key to this equation. It is therefore not surprising that according to Gartner, “marketing analytics 

proficiency is critical for success.” 

 

In this brief, we will review how Oracle’s self-service data analytics solution enables marketers and data analysts to 

deliver business growth—while ensuring data governance, security, and freeing up resources from IT. 

 

 

Real-time insights to drive growth 

 

Let’s consider the following customer stories outlining how, with Oracle’s solution, marketing teams have been able 

to dramatically improve their data analytics processes—increasing customer satisfaction, and revenue.  

 

Benefit One offers membership-based services to about 11,000 organizations and 9 million people in Japan. The 

Benefit One product marketing department had been handling data aggregation with a standalone tool to extract 

data about member trends, then manually aggregated and analyzed that data with spreadsheets. Using Oracle 

Autonomous Database for analytics and data warehousing, along with Oracle Analytics Cloud, allowed the company 

to fully automate the processing of massive datasets, and eliminated the need to manually extract data. Report 

generation time was slashed by 90%. With daily reports, Benefit One gained a real-time understanding of changes 

in the services members are using. Having current data lets the company create more effective marketing plans, 

like quickly deploying new sales promotions. “Oracle Autonomous Database allowed us to raise our productivity to 

a startling degree, but what caught us off guard was how helpful it was to even the heads of business departments 

with no IT experience.” said Masami Matsuzaki, Head of Data Management Group, Product Marketing Department, 

Benefit One. 

 

Beso is the largest independent advertising agency in Mexico, serving clients throughout Latin America. Beso chose 

Oracle Autonomous Database to unify all its data sources and take its creative insights to the next level. The 

company unified data from 23 online sources with a variety of offline sources to build a data lake that will expand 

to 100 sources. Before, using another cloud provider, Beso analysts would waste hours extracting data to build 

reports. The automation features in the Oracle solution reduced that effort by 75%, freeing analysts to spend their 

time more productively on the data models for hyper-segmentation and predictive insights. Beso estimates that 

the more targeted advertising helped one client cut its media costs by 67%, due to more efficient customer 

acquisition. Additionally, the agency has grown new-client revenues by 20% and existing-client revenues by 10%. 

 

Smartclip helps its customers plan, create, target, and analyze digital advertising on platforms such as news sites, 

blogs, social platforms, and smart TVs. Smartclip had been storing its data, as well as the performance data from 

campaigns, on many different and siloed platforms, which meant it couldn’t easily be analyzed. Plus, using 

spreadsheets made work slow and risked generating multiple versions of the truth. Smartclip’s Oracle solution lets 

it combine data from more than 20 disparate sources into Oracle Autonomous Database for analytics and data 

warehousing—allowing the company to drive secure collaboration around a single source of truth. Smartclip has 

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/the-big-reset-data-driven-marketing-in-the-next-normal
https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/insights/data-analytics
https://www.oracle.com/customers/benefit-one/
https://www.oracle.com/autonomous-database/autonomous-data-warehouse/
https://www.oracle.com/autonomous-database/autonomous-data-warehouse/
https://www.oracle.com/business-analytics/analytics-platform/
https://www.oracle.com/uk/customers/beso/
https://www.oracle.com/customers/smartclip/
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gone from seeing profitability in five areas to a breakdown along 700 product lines. The company went from weekly 

to daily updates, with reports on all advertising campaigns in about 15 minutes—allowing them to react more 

quickly to optimize campaigns. The solution also freed Smartclip analysts from manual work with spreadsheets and 

opened up a new level of self-service analytics—business users can now access, prepare, collaborate on, analyze, 

and share data and insights for much faster service to customers. “Our children don't know what life without a 

mobile phone is like, they think it's wonderful and can't imagine it any other way. That’s the way I feel about 

Autonomous Database. Many more will probably feel this way in the future." said Alexys Urvoy." Head of Business 

and Competitive Intelligence, SmartClip 

 

Halldis provides accommodations tailored to travelers in the leading tourism cities in Italy, as well as in London, 

Paris, and Brussels. Oracle Autonomous Database for analytics and data warehousing and Oracle Analytics have 

helped automate the Halldis property recommendation engine. The company relies on machine learning to help 

sales and marketing teams deliver guests personalized accommodations, guide advertising decisions, and increase 

repeat bookings. "Because we don’t have an IT department in our company, we chose Oracle Autonomous Database 

and Oracle Analytics to manage all of our data, run our algorithms, and help our sales and finance people choose 

the right apartments for our clients." said Francesco Larlori, Head of Innovation and Revenue, Halldis 

 

Of the 100,000-plus gas stations across the US, roughly 65% are independently owned under a patchwork of local 

groups. Drop Tank aims to stitch these stations together to give major fuel brands as well as independent owners 

a much better loyalty program. Drop Tank uses Autonomous Database for analytics and data warehousing with 

Oracle Analytics Cloud to analyze daily point-of-sale fuel data from the pump as well as packaged goods sales data 

inside the convenience stores. Through customer segmentation and prediction models, it creates targeted 

promotions and measures marketing campaign effectiveness. Not only does the Oracle data platform help Drop 

Tank reduce time to market and scale, but it eliminates database administration such as provisioning, tuning, 

securing, and patching. Instead of hiring more database administrators to support its rapid growth, the loyalty 

company staffs data scientists who can take advantage of the tools to experiment with marketing campaigns in 

days compared to weeks or months. 

 

See more customer case studies. 

 

 

A complete, self-service, secure data analytics solution 

 

Oracle delivers a complete, self-service, secure data analytics solution empowering marketing teams to rapidly get 

the deep, trustworthy, data-driven insights they need to make quick decisions. 

 

Self-service, governed, secure solution to meet business and IT needs  

With a self-service solution, marketing team members independently load, transform data, build business models, 

and automatically discover insights powered by machine learning. IT reduces risks with a governed, secure solution. 

IT teams can additionally rely on a simple, reliable, and repeatable approach for all data analytics requests from 

marketing teams. 

 

Automation uniquely simplifies operations and boosts productivity 

Autonomous Database intelligently automates provisioning, configuring, securing, patching, backing up, 

performance tuning, and repairing of a data warehouse. This reduces administration effort by up to 90%, enabling 

marketing teams to operate independently while freeing up valuable resources for IT teams. 

 

All-in-one solution with a comprehensive suite of built-in tools  

Marketers can quickly combine all necessary data across different sources and formats in a converged database to 

drive secure collaboration around a single source of truth. Analysts can use graph, spatial analytics, build machine 

learning models, and create new applications themselves with no/low-code built-in tools. Nothing more to 

purchase, install, and integrate. 

https://www.oracle.com/customers/halldis/
https://www.oracle.com/customers/infrastructure/drop-tank/
https://www.oracle.com/customers/?product=mpd-cld-infra:auto-db
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Elastic auto-scaling for consistently high performance and cost savings  

Any number of concurrent users can benefit from consistently high query performance, even at peak times. Unlike 

other cloud services, Autonomous Database scales while the service continues to run and can do so automatically 

to maintain performance. Compute resources can conversely be reduced or shut down during more quiet periods 

to reduce customers’ costs. All with no or minimal intervention from IT. 

 
 
“It's like the iOS of the enterprise cloud data warehouse space.”   
 
Patrick Moorhead 

Founder, President, & Principal Analyst at Moor Insights & Strategy 

 

 

Architecture and offerings 

 

The architecture of the solution is represented below: 

 

 
 

Data from all sources and formats can be combined in Autonomous Database for analytics and data warehousing. 

It is the only cloud data warehouse that is autonomous, self-service, and complete, providing marketing teams 

with a comprehensive suite of built-in tools: 

• Data tools enable self-service drag-and-drop data loading, data transformation, and business modeling. 

Marketing analysts can automatically discover insights with machine learning algorithms—no coding 

required—saving them significant time and effort. 

• Built-in graph analytics enables analysts to visualize relationships and connections between data entities. 

They can for example instantly see connections among users to identify influencers and build communities 

on social media, and obtain a 360-degree view of their customers. 

  

• With built-in spatial analytics, they can rapidly answer marketing questions such as “what were the results 

of our location-based push notifications?”, or “where are customers corresponding to specific 

sociodemographic characteristics?” 

 

• Marketing analysts can build machine learning models—with a no-code interface for business users—to 

predict likely outcomes, e.g., customers with the highest propensity to purchase a given offering, actions 

to reduce customer churn, optimal lead scoring based on patterns…etc 

 

https://www.oracle.com/autonomous-database/autonomous-data-warehouse/
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• With the built-in Oracle APEX low-code development platform, marketing teams can quickly develop 

applications for ad hoc needs and gaps/processes handled outside of their CX application—without having 

to join a queue of IT projects. Such applications can include a calendar of worldwide marketing activities 

that anyone can update, a success story hub platform that all regions can contribute to, and marketing 

portals. 

 

 

Oracle Analytics Cloud is connected to Autonomous Database, empowering business users and executives with 

modern, AI-powered, self-service analytics capabilities for data preparation, visualization, enterprise reporting, 

augmented analysis, and natural language processing/generation. Alternatively, Autonomous Database is certified 

with all popular analytics tools including Tableau, Looker, and Microsoft Power BI, ensuring freedom of choice for 

customers. 

 

 
“Enabling data analysts, citizen data scientists, and business users to create and analyze their 
own data sets with self-service tools avoids IT bottlenecks and significantly improves their 
productivity.”   

 
Bradley Shimmin 

Chief Analyst, Omdia  

 

 

Immediately improve your data-driven marketing results 

 

Over 40% of marketers and analysts struggle with manual time and effort to wrangle data for reporting, and about 

70% of them rate integrating all their data sources as their top data priority. With Oracle’s complete, self-service 

data analytics solution powered by Autonomous Database, marketing teams can rapidly integrate all data sources 

into a single source of truth, focusing on modeling and data analysis to design highly effective marketing plans. For 

IT teams, Oracle’s solution represents a simple, reliable, and repeatable approach for all data analytics requests 

from marketing teams—saving them significant time and efforts while ensuring data governance and security. 

 

 

Learn more and get started in a few minutes only. 

 

 

 

Connect with us 
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